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Detection of Counterfeit ICs using Public
Identification Sequences and Side-Channel

Leakage
Peter Samarin and Kerstin Lemke-Rust

Abstract—In this work we present a new approach for coun-
terfeit protection against remarked, overproduced, and out-of-
spec integrated circuits (ICs). Our approach uses identification
sequences that are regularly published by the original chip
manufacturer and hidden in the electromagnetic (EM) leakage
of authentic chips. A portion of the chip area is dedicated
to a crypto engine running in stream cipher mode that is
initialized with a unique key and initialization vector stored
in one-time-programmable antifuse memory. IC identification
is carried out in the field, by obtaining EM measurements
of deployed ICs and by proving the presence of the genuine
identification sequences in the measurements. We evaluate our
approach using a proof-of-concept implementation on three
FPGA boards by capturing EM leakage of the FPGAs under
test at their decoupling capacitors. The results show that the
user can carry out IC identification on-site, using standard lab
equipment in short amount of time.

Index Terms—Counterfeit protection, IC identification, Side
channels, EM leakage, Leakage circuits, Stream cipher, Antifuse
memory, Chip ID.

I. INTRODUCTION

COUNTERFEIT integrated circuits (ICs) cause monetary

loss, damage the reputation of the original chip manu-

facturers (OCMs) and impose safety, security, and reliability

risks on the users. IC counterfeiters have created a whole

industry that is supported by the asymmetry of the IC

identification process—counterfeits can be mass-produced

cheaply, however, IC identification needs high effort to

authenticate a small sample of chips. The number of coun-

terfeit ICs is steadily increasing each year.

There are many ways how counterfeits are created and

inserted into the supply chain [1], [2]. The most common

type of counterfeits are ICs that have been remarked as a

higher grade [3]. They have their die taken from another

IC. For example, the IC is marked as industrial grade instead

of commercial grade, so that the counterfeiters can sell

cheap and old chips at a higher price. ICs are remarked by

removing the original package and wrapping the die in a

new package with professionally-looking markings. Package
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removal is done in a way that can be potentially harmful to

the die, so that the ICs sold as new might be defective, or

have shortened life span.

Another type of counterfeit ICs are recycled ICs that have

been used and are sold as new. They may function properly,

but are closer to reaching their end of life due to prior

use. A foundry can overproduce ICs and sell them through

the common distribution channels. These ICs are authentic

and do not bring any risk for the users. However, the OCM

suffers monetary loss because the foundry will sell the ICs

at a lower price. During the manufacture, some ICs that are

out-of-spec do not pass the tests and should be discarded.

However, a malicious foundry can insert them into the

supply chain by selling them as new. IC designs can be cloned

either through reverse engineering, or by illegally obtaining

the design of the original chip.

Contributions: We present a new approach for detection

of remarked, overproduced, and out-of-spec ICs. Our ap-

proach requires the original chip manufacturer to regularly

publish binary identification sequences that can be used to

identify ICs by proving correlation between the sequences

and the electromagnetic (EM) leakage of the chips. IC

counterfeit protection is realized by writing a unique secret

key and initialization vector (IV) pair into antifuse memory

for each IC. Each key/IV pair is used by a crypto engine to

generate keystream. The keystream is leaked over the EM

side channel by using leakage circuits—special circuits used

for amplifying side channel leakage.

The advantage of our approach is that IC identification

can be performed on deployed systems using standard lab

equipment, i.e., a digital oscilloscope and an EM probe. Our

approach gives any user the ability to quickly identify ICs

without sending them to a specialized lab, and use larger

batches of ICs when performing IC identification, which

increases the chances of detecting the counterfeits.

Paper overview: This paper is organized as follows. The

next section reviews other works that are related to ours.

Section 3 introduces our approach and discusses the back-

ground information necessary for its understanding. Section

4 describes our experimental setup and the experiments

performed to evaluate our approach. Section 5 discusses

possible attack avenues that IC counterfeiters might try and

their countermeasures. Section 6 concludes the paper and

gives directions for future work.
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II. RELATED WORK

A simple method to track an IC is to write a unique ID

together with some information about the chip (e.g. serial

number, manufacture date, foundry, speed grade, etc.) into

non-volatile one-time-programmable memory [4]. IDs can

be read out over a pin, which makes it easy to perform

IC identification. However, the IDs can be copied into

overproduced ICs, tampered with, and removed. Miller et al.

have proposed mixing a unique DNA sequence into the ink

that is used to mark the IC packages, which allows the OCM

to track a design/mask [5]. Design identification requires

sending a small sample of ICs to a special lab, where the

DNA on the package can be matched with the expected

sequence. DNA validation is costly so that design/mask

identification can only be carried out for a small sample of

ICs. Several other approaches for non-electronic physically

unclonable functions (PUFs) exist in the literature [6]. For

example, DeJean and Kirovski [7] have proposed a non-

electronic PUF based on radio frequency called RF-DNA.

It uses a set of thin and short randomly bent copper

wires that are held together by a dielectric. By measuring

the near EM field of the wires, it is possible to obtain a

unique ID. When soldered or baked into a printed-circuit

board, ICs are exposed to heat, and for many non-electrical

PUF approaches it has not been tested whether the high

temperature alters the value carried by the PUF. An approach

by Kuemin et el. [8] grows an array of short gold nanorods

using an elaborate process. After their growth, the nanorods

can be printed onto the IC package, which can then be

identified by comparing the visual properties of a nanorod

to a database.

Electrical PUFs rely on variations in manufacturing pro-

cess and have been used for IC identification and on-chip

key generation [9]–[12]. The chip ID is obtained by col-

lecting challenge-response (C/R) pairs for each IC. During

authentication, a challenge can be only used once and has

to be removed from the database after its use. The database

must be stored securely, and the ICs can be identified one

at a time. The C/R pairs should be collected by a trusted

party, for each individual IC. PUFs require a large amount

of data to be saved. Here is an example taken from [13]

p. 252. A ring oscillator PUF requires n ∗ log2(n+1) bits of

challenge to produce an n bit response. Assuming that there

are 100 C/R pairs for each PUF in the database containing

one million ICs, we get 1000000*100*128*log(129) bits =

10 GB for ring oscillator PUFs. Arbiter PUFs require n·k bits

of challenge to produce n-bit response, which, for a million

of ICs will require 100 GB of storage space. Thus, the OCM

can only save a very limited number of C/R pairs. No further

generation of C/R pairs is possible once the IC is sold to the

user. The OCM has to be very selective with the requests for

C/R pairs. If all requests are processed, the adversary can

potentially be able to exhaust the C/R database by issuing

a large number of requests, because the database cannot be

replenished with new C/R pairs after shipping the ICs.

Active hardware metering provides ways to actively con-

trol the number of produced ICs by locking them initially,

and requiring the foundry to activate each chip before it can

be tested [14]–[17]. The IC is locked by either using a finite-

state machine that starts in a locked state and has to be

unlocked by a sequence of correct inputs. Another approach

is to embed XOR gates into the design at random locations.

The chip can be unlocked by providing a correct key.

Active hardware metering aims to stop overproduction by

untrusted foundries. It also makes it possible to enforce user

(but not IC) authentication for security sensitive systems

[15]. However, active hardware metering does not prevent

remarking, and some approaches introduce a large chip area

overhead due to the presence of public crypto (e.g. [16]).

Several approaches in the literature make use of side

channels, such as power [18]–[20], EM [21], [22], and

temperature [23] to leak secret data unique to the IC or

IP core in order to identify cloned ICs and illegal uses

of IP cores. These works are trying to solve the proof of

ownership problem, where the goal is to protect the IP cores

from unlicensed use. These methods address the problem

by leaking a watermark over the chosen side channel and

correlating the side channel with a secret code that is known

only to the verifier.

Kean et al. have also discussed the possibility of using

the temperature side channel to add an ID, called tag code,

to a design/mask [23]. A unique tag code is written into

non-volatile one time programmable memory of a design,

so that IC designs can be distinguished. However, since the

tag code is the same for all ICs of a design/mask, it is

not possible to identify individual ICs. On the IC, the tag

defines the initial state of a linear-feedback shift register

(LFSR) or a stream cipher to generate a bit sequence based

on the tag. To identify a design, the temperature of the

chip is measured and correlated to a known sequence. One

drawback of this approach is that a successful attack on

one IC makes all other ICs of the same design vulnerable

because a malicious foundry can overproduce ICs and write

correct tag code into all of them. Another problem is that

the sequences are stored in a secure web-based database,

which means that only a trusted entity can identify a design.

Should a user suspect a counterfeit, he cannot carry out IC

design identification on his own and needs to work closely

with the OCM. To compute the correlation, the same secret

bit sequence is used each time, which opens the approach

for an attack on the bit sequence generated by the LFSR or

keystream. Knowledge of the sequence allows the attacker

to produce own ICs and embed the sequence in them, which

will make that IC design be falsely recognized as authentic.

Because it is a commercial product, the implementation

details of this approach are not disclosed.

III. COUNTERFEIT DETECTION USING PUBLIC IDENTIFICATION

SEQUENCES

Our new approach is based on a crypto engine initialized

with unique key/IV pair in each IC. When turned on, each

IC computes the keystream and in this way leaks it over

the electromagnetic (EM) side channel (SC). The OCM re-

leases parts of keystreams with intentionally added errors—
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Fig. 1: IC identification using public identification se-

quences.

henceforth called identification sequences—online on a reg-

ular basis. IC identification is done by proving significant

correlation between the identification sequences and SC

measurements.

To realize this IC protection scheme non-standard steps

during IC manufacturing are required. Our approach is

illustrated in Figure 1. Instead of sending the ICs for

distribution after their assembly, the foundry sends the ICs

for initialization to the OCM, where unique key/IV pairs

are written into tamper-resistant one-time programming

memory of each IC. After initialization, the OCM starts

publishing identification sequences and the offsets at which

they have been excerpted from the keystream.

The motivation for using side channel leakage to transmit

the keystream instead of simply using a data output pin

is twofold. The first reason is to enable IC identification

in the field—deployed ICs can be identified without the

need to remove them from the circuit board. An extra pin

for IC identification might not be connected in a deployed

system, however, side channel measurements can always be

recorded. The use of EM probes has the advantage that the

printed circuit board design does not have to be altered.

On large ICs, localized leakage carries a stronger signal

than leakage in the power channel. Thus, IC identification

can be carried out on deployed systems in the field. The

second reason for not using a pin is to enhance resistance

to cryptanalytic and fault attacks that aim to recover the

internal state of the stream cipher.

Our approach makes IC remarking useless, because the

SC leakage from the remarked ICs will not correlate with

released identification sequences. Overproduced and out-of-

spec ICs will not have the matching keys, so that their SC

leakage will not correlate either.
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Fig. 2: Counterfeit protection circuit.

Algorithm 1: IC initialization.

Input: a stream of bits transmitted over the pin

if AFmem[0]==0 then // initialize IC

wait until pin==1

for counter in 1:(n+m) do // write key and IV

AFmem[counter] := pin

AFmem[0] := 1 // finalize IC initialization

else // load key/IV, and start the crypto engine

for counter in 1:n do // load key

key[counter] := AFmem[counter]

for counter in (n+1):(n+m) do // load IV

IV[counter] := AFmem[counter]

crypto_en := 1

A. OCM: Writing Unique Key/IV Pairs into ICs

Each IC is programmed with a unique secret written

into the one-time programmable antifuse (AF) memory.

AF memory has the advantage of being tamper-resistant,

and withstands current state of the art reverse-engineering

attacks aimed to read out its content [24]. It does not

require additional masks during fabrication and can be

written in the field over a pin. Compared to other one-time-

programmable memory technologies, AF memory consumes

less power to program and read [25]. Figure 2 illustrates

the IC protection circuit. It consists of a finite state machine

with datapath (FSMD), an AF memory block, and a crypto

engine. The FSMD is programmed over a pin and is used

to steer IC initialization. The IC initialization routine of the

FSMD is shown in Algorithm 1. After reset, the FSMD checks

whether the IC has been initialized by checking the first

bit stored in the AF memory. Uninitialized ICs wait until a

’1’ is applied to the pin, and write the n + m bits of the

key/IV pair that follow into the AF memory at consecutive

addresses. To finalize IC initialization, a ’1’ is written at the

first address of the AF memory. After reset, initialized ICs

load the stored key/IV pair and start the crypto engine.

B. IC: Leaking Keystream over the EM Side Channel

The uniqueness of key/IV pairs guarantees a unique

keystream for each IC, which can be used to identify it.

The crypto engine computes one bit of the keystream per

clock cycle. It can be realized by using a stream cipher or
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Fig. 3: Leakage circuit consisting of 4 NANDs, 2 ORs, and 1

AND.

a block cipher running in counter mode. By computing the

keystream, the IC leaks it over the EM side channel. The

leakage is weak and hard to detect because keystream is

output one bit at a time. To amplify the signal, we use

leakage circuits proposed by Parrilla et. al [26]1 shown

in Figure 3. Each leakage circuit consists of 4 NANDs, 2

ORs, and one AND gate. When active, the NAND gates with

feedback become ring oscillators that feed the OR gates.

However, their outputs do not reach the OR gates at the

same time, which results in several glitches per oscillation

that propagate through the OR and the AND gates. This

results in different EM leakage between the active and non-

active leakage circuits. This difference can be amplified

by embedding several leakage circuits in parallel. Thus,

the keystream is transmitted over the EM side channel by

feeding it into the leakage circuits. To reduce the power

consumption of the protection circuit, it can be turned off

after a certain amount of time. If we assume that from the

264 possible bits of Trivium keystream the OCM only uses

the first 50 million bits, from which 10k bits are released

to the public each month, it leaves us with 50000000
10000·12 ≈ 416

years of sequences, which we can safely assume will not

be exhausted during the lifetime of an IC. If the keystream

circuit runs at 50 MHz, the IC protection circuit can be

turned off after one second.

C. OCM: Publishing Identification Sequences

An identification sequence Sn of the n−th IC given its

corresponding keyn and IVn, is any subsequence of L bits

of the keystream with artificial errors introduced at random

bit positions with a fixed error rate:

Sn = keystreamn[t r : (t r + L − 1)]⊕ errn,

where t r and t r + L − 1 define the beginning and the end

of the subsequence extracted from the keystream, err is a

binary error string randomly generated for each identifica-

tion sequence by swapping bits at random positions, and ⊕
is the bitwise XOR operation that takes two bitvectors of

1We note that the leakage circuit of Bossuet et al. [21], [22] is estimated
to be more efficient in terms of area and power consumption.

TABLE I: An example database of public identification

sequences for N ICs and 3 releases.

IC/Serial Nr. Release 0 Release 1 Release 2

IC0 S0
0 = 101 . . . S1

0 = 100 . . . S2
0 = 000 . . .

IC1 S0
1 = 000 . . . S1

1 = 100 . . . S2
1 = 110 . . .

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

ICN-1 S0
N−1 = 111 . . . S1

N−1 = 101 . . . S2
N−1 = 011 . . .

Offset (bits) t0 = 2305 t1 = 4091 t2 = 6712

equal length as input and produces a bitvector of the same

length with their bits pairwise XOR-ed. The number of ones

in the error string is equal to ⌊ǫ · L⌋, where ǫ is the error

rate—a real number in the interval ǫ ∈ [0; 1]; and ⌊ ⌋ is a

floor operation.

Each identification sequence is taken at a random offset

in a way that it does not overlap with previously extracted

identification sequences. The identification sequences and

their offsets are published online so that the users can access

them and determine whether their ICs are authentic. Errors

in the keystream increase the effort of attacks on the internal

state of the cipher. Instead of taking consecutive bits of the

keystream, the OCM can also take each keystream bit at

a random non-overlapping offset. This will further increase

the difficulty of cryptanalytic attacks on the cipher that rely

on the knowledge of consecutive keystream bits.

To prevent an attacker from embedding some of the

released identification sequences into cloned ICs, the OCM

releases new sequences at regular time intervals, e.g. once

a month. To have constant memory usage, the OCM keeps a

fixed number of identification sequences per IC in the pub-

lished database—after adding the new release, the oldest

release is removed. Table I shows an example database for

N chips with three releases of identification sequences and

their offsets.

The length of identification sequences depends on the

number of leakage circuits and on the motivation of the

chip manufacturer to increase the effort of an attacker who

wants to copy the latest sequence into a cloned IC. A small

number of leakage circuits results in a weak leakage signal

requiring a longer identification sequence in order to be

detectable. The minimal sequence length will depend on

the IC design and can be determined experimentally.

The OCM has to store two databases: a public database

containing identification sequences, offsets, and serial num-

bers of the ICs; and a private database with key/IV pairs

used for generation of identification sequences. If we as-

sume that OCM orders a production of 1 million ICs, uses 32

bits to store a serial number, 32 bits to store an offset, keeps

3 releases in the online database and publishes identification

sequences of 1000 bits per IC, the amount of memory

required to store published sequences will be

1000000 · (3 · 1000+ 32) + 32 · 3
8 · 10242

≈ 361 megabytes.
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Assuming that the OCM uses 128 bits to store one key and

128 bits to store one IV, the database with key/IV pairs will

need around 31 megabytes.

D. User: IC Identification

Before IC identification can be carried out, the user has

to calibrate the measurement equipment in order to find a

suitable position for EM-probe to measure the EM leakage of

the IC. For this purpose, the first L clock cycles after reset are

used to transmit a calibration sequences—a fixed sequence

of alternating ones and zeros—over the EM side channel

using the same leakage circuits that are used to transmit

the keystream afterwards. We assume that the frequency of

the clock signal driving the IC protection circuit is public.

Calibration is achieved by placing the EM probe in different

positions on the IC and at the same time computing the

correlation between the calibration sequence and the EM

measurements on the fly. The best position to measure is

the one where the highest absolute correlation is computed

according to Equation (1).

In the next step, IC identification takes place. First,

the user downloads the identification sequences and their

corresponding offsets associated with the IC under test

by querying the OCM with the serial number written on

the package of the IC. Next, the user measures the EM

leakage of the given IC with a digital oscilloscope and

compresses the measurement by averaging all samples of a

clock cycle. Figure 4 shows an example of compressed EM

measurements for three ICs. The identification sequences

are correlated to the compressed measurement at given

offsets after reset. We use Pearson’s correlation coefficient to

compute whether an identification sequence is leaked over

the side channel:

ρ(S r
n
, M r

n
) =

∑L−1

i=0
(sr

n,i
− ŝr

n
)(mr

n,i
− m̂r

n
)

σ̂S r
n
σ̂M r

n

, (1)

where r is the current release number, S r
n

is the r-th released

identification sequence of n-th IC, sr
n,i

is the i-th bit of

the identification sequence S r
n
, mr

n,i
is the i-th value in the

compressed side channel measurement M r
n

starting from the

offset t r of the IC recorded after reset, L is the length of

identification sequences, ŝr
n

and m̂r
n

are the sample means

of S r
n

and M r
n
, respectively, and σ̂S r

n
, σ̂M r

n
are their respective

sample standard deviations.

To compute the significance of correlation coefficient, a

threshold value is defined using a stated confidence level 1−
α and the given sample size L. Let zα/2 be the point on the

standard unit normal distribution exceeded with probability

α/2. We use the upper bound of the two-sided confidence

interval that is computed according to Bonett and Wright

[27]. Assuming the sample correlation coefficient is zero,

one obtains the threshold:

threshold=
e2K2 − 1

e2K2 + 1
, (2)

with

K2 =
zα/2p
L − 3

(3)

M7
0

M7
1

M7
2

IC7

M
0
39 M

1
39 M

2
39

IC39

M
0
85 M

1
85 M

2
85

IC85

t0 =2305

Release 0

t1 =4091

Release 1

t2 =6712

Release 2

0 1000

IC/Serial Nr.

Offset (clk. cyc.)

Fig. 4: An example of EM measurements compressed to

one sample per clock cycle for 3 ICs and 3 releases. Parts of

the measurements that are relevant for IC identification are

shown in black; irrelevant parts in gray. The first L = 1000

clock cycles (shown in red) of each measurement are used

for calibration.

In our experiments, zα/2 = 7 turned out to be an appropri-

ate threshold for separating distributions of correlated and

uncorrelated measurements and identification sequences.

Our approach computes the correlation coefficient between

a Gaussian distribution (side channel measurements) and a

uniformly distributed Bernoulli distribution (identification

sequences), whereas Equation (2) is used as a lower bound

for approximating the confidence level, i.e., the theoretical

confidence level of zα/2 = 7 for two Gaussian distributions is

higher than the confidence level of the threshold observed

in our experiments.

The threshold is used to identify ICs as follows:

ICn is

¨

genuine, if |ρ(S r
n
, M r

n
)| ≥ threshold

a counterfeit, if |ρ(S r
n
, M r

n
)|< threshold

(4)

E. IC Identification Statistics

The presented approach opens up a feedback channel

from users querying serial numbers to the OCM. The OCM

can estimate the number of counterfeits in circulation and

infer the effectiveness of the counterfeit protection method

in use.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The main purpose of our experiments is to determine

whether or not, and under which conditions, ICs in deployed

systems can be identified by measuring electromagnetic

emanation of the chips.

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluate our approach using three different FPGA

boards: Spartan-3 Starter Kit board [28], Altera DE2-70

board [29], and Sasebo-GII board [30]. Each board has a

different FPGA of different size, as well as the quantity of

available periphery. The Spartan-3 board has the smallest

FPGA, and Altera DE2-70 board the largest. In addition, the

DE2-70 board has the largest number of periphery devices.
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Fig. 5: Top-level entity used in experiments on all three

FPGA boards.

The Virtex-5 FPGA of the Sasebo-GII board uses the smallest

technology of 65 nm out of all three boards.

We have developed a proof-of-concept design in VHDL.

A high-level view of our design is shown in Figure 5.

Some parameters, such as key, IV, number of active leakage

circuits, and the enable signal for the load circuits can

be controlled at run time over UART interface. In a real-

world design, the parameters will be fixed at the design

time and stay constant throughout the lifetime of the chip.

The system auto-resets itself after a fixed number of clock

cycles. Upon reset, the system sets a trigger signal for one

clock cycle on an external pin of the board that is used to

start the recording of the side-channel traces. In a deployed

system, where no trigger signal is available, the reset must

be actively issued before the SC measurement.

At the core of the counterfeit protection circuit is a

Trivium [31] circuit that is initialized with a key/IV pair

upon a chip reset. Trivium is a light-weight hardware-

tailored stream cipher that requires 288 flip-flops to hold the

state, 3 AND gates, and 11 XOR gates [31]. Trivium uses an

80-bit key, an 80-bit initialization vector, and delivers a long

sequence of 264 bits. Its internal state consists of three shift

registers. So far, there is no cryptanalytic attack on Trivium

that is better than brute-force, so Trivium is considered to

be secure [32].

The system has the capacity of turning on 64 leakage

circuits in total. We have performed our experiments by

letting the counterfeit protection circuit run alone, and

under additional load, where the load was generated by

AES-128 cores in CBC mode each encrypting random initial

plaintexts. To desynchronize the operation of AES cores,

each core is paused and enabled by a dedicated 128-bit

LFSR, each initialized by a random seed. The load circuits

are unaffected by the auto-reset of the Trivium module and

continue to run until the board is powered off. Table II

shows the resource usage of one leakage circuit, Trivium,

and the load circuits for each FPGA. The Spartan-3 FPGA

can only fit one load circuit, and the Cyclone-2 FPGA can fit

40 load circuits. The designs of all three boards are driven

by a 50 MHz clock, which results in keystream generated

at a bit rate of 50 Mbps.

Figure 6 shows our setups. A good position for the EM

probe that also results in reproducibly high correlation

across all three setups can be found at the main decoupling

capacitors of each FPGA, as shown in Figure 6. Though,

measuring with an EM probe directly at the IC or on

TABLE II: Resource usage.

Board Device Circuit Slices Logic Cells LUTs

Digilent Spartan-3 (90 nm), One leakage circuit 6 - 11 (0.3%)
Spartan-3 XC3S200FT256 Trivium 147 - 166 (4.3%)
Board total: 3840 LUTs Load circuits (1) 788 - 1390 (20.5%)

Sasebo-GII Virtex-5 (65 nm), One leakage circuit 5 - 7 (<0.1%)
XC5VLX50-1FFG324 Trivium 76 - 164 (0.6%)
total: 28800 LUTs Load circuits (26) 7826 - 24674 (85.7%)

DE2-70 Cyclone-2 (90 nm), One leakage circuit - 6 6 (<0.1%)
EP2C70F896C6N Trivium - 292 181 (0.3%)
total: 68416 LUTs Load circuits (40) - 47160 44840 (65%)

the backside of the boards yields better results in gen-

eral. We use Langer EM probe RF U 5-2 in combination

with operation amplifier Langer PA 303 to measure EM

leakage. The probe is designed for measuring magnetic

field over surfaces and current in the wires. Side channel

measurements were recorded using a digital oscilloscope

PicoScope 6402C at a sampling rate of 156 MHz. Figure 7

shows examples of EM measurements recorded for each

board, their compressed versions, and the keystream bits

transmitted at corresponding clock cycles.

B. Experiments

To perform experiments, a table of 1000 unique key/IV

pairs was randomly generated. For each key/IV pair, 50k

bits of Trivium keystream were computed. The key/IV pairs

were subsequently loaded onto the three FPGAs boards.

Their EM leakage of the first 50k clock cycles was measured

and compressed to one measurement sample per clock cycle

for each key/IV pair and board, respectively. To reduce the

noise, an average of ten measurements was taken for each

key/IV pair and FPGA board combination.

In the first experiment, for each key/IV pair we have cho-

sen 10 non-overlapping identification sequences at random

offsets. The identification sequences were correlated at all

possible offsets (49k offsets in total) with all 1000 com-

pressed EM measurements. For each identification sequence

and key/IV pair combination, this resulted in 1000*1*49k

correlations at correct offsets, and 1000*999*49k correla-

tions at incorrect offsets. However, only two numbers were

retained: the maximum absolute correlations at correct and

incorrect offsets. Figure 8 shows that correlation is signifi-

cant when identification sequences originate from the same

key/IV pair that is embedded on the measured FPGA, des-

ignated by black dots in the figure. Identification sequences

and EM measurements that originate from different key/IV

pairs result in correlation approaching zero shown by gray

dots in the figure. The lower subfigures of Figure 8 show

the experiments using the same identification sequences to

distinguish key/IV pairs in FPGAs under load. For the same

key/IV pairs, the maximum correlation is lower than in the

load-free case.

Out of 48 billion correlations at incorrect offsets, one

exceeds the threshold z = 7 for the Spartan-3 and Sasebo-

GII setups with and without load, respectively. This one

correlation suggests that the IC under test is genuine, which

is a false positive. However, since there are always several

identification sequences available for each IC, it is unlikely

that all of them will exceed the threshold. To reduce the
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(c) DE2-70 board, measuring at C57(a) Spartan-3 board, measuring at C62 (b) Sasebo-GII board, measuring at C41

Fig. 6: Measuring the electromagnetic leakage at the main decoupling capacitors of three FPGA boards.
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Fig. 7: Examples of EM traces recorded at the decoupling capacitors of the three evaluation boards. The keystream is

generated at 50 MHz, while the oscilloscope is sampling at 156 MHz, giving us 3.125 samples per clock cycle. Blue lines

and empty circles show the recorded EM data. Red lines and filled circles show the compressed traces with one value per

clock cycle. Dashed vertical lines show the beginning of a clock cycle. 30 bits of the keystream are shown at the top of

each subfigure, centered around their corresponding clock cycle.

number of false positives, the threshold can be set to higher

values of z. It is noted that the Sasebo-GII board was

powered over a USB cable, which can explain time-localized

drops in maximum correlation coefficient.

Figure 9 shows the absolute correlation of identification

sequences with the EM measurements for sequences of

different lengths L at correct (black) and incorrect (gray)

offsets for systems under load. For all three boards it is

possible to use shorter sequences and still distinguish the

two sets—the identification sequences can be successfully

matched using a few hundreds of bits when only the

counterfeit protection circuit is active on the FPGA, and

require several thousands of bits when the FPGA is under

additional load. As expected, longer sequences increase the

signal-to-noise ratio and reduce the variance of the signal.

Increasing the length of identification sequences allows us to

identify correct ICs more reliably. The absolute correlation

for the same key/IV pair has lower variance with increasing

length of identification sequences.

Figure 10 shows the examples of IC identification for sys-

tems under load. For each board, we computed the absolute

correlation coefficient for 12 identification sequences at all

49k possible offsets. At the correct offsets, the correlation is

high and well above the threshold, and low elsewhere.

The effect of adding errors into the keystream is illus-

trated in Figure 11. This increases the difficulty of differ-

ential attacks on the cipher at the cost of lower absolute

correlation at correct offsets. For example, an error rate of

0.1 means that 10% of the bits of the identification sequence

have been flipped.

The clock signal of the oscilloscope and the system

under test might diverge from each other slowly over
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(a) Spartan-3, 10 LCs, 1000 bits (b) Sasebo-GII, 16 LCs, 3000 bits (c) DE2-70, 16 LCs, 3000 bits

(d) Spartan-3, 10 LCs, 1000 bits, load (e) Sasebo-GII, 16 LCs, 3000 bits, load (f) DE2-70, 16 LCs, 3000 bits, load

Fig. 8: Absolute maximum correlation of 10k identification sequences at correct offsets (black dots) and incorrect offsets

(gray dots) with EM measurements of the three setups. Setup name, the number of used LCs, and the length of identification

sequences are given in the captions below each figure. (a,b,c) Systems run without additional load. (d,e,f) Systems run

with additional load. Blue horizontal lines show the thresholds for z = 5,6, 7. Only the maximum absolute correlations

of identification sequences and the EM traces at incorrect offsets are shown.

(a) Spartan-3, 10 LCs (b) Sasebo-GII, 16 LCs (c) DE2-70, 16 LCs

Fig. 9: Absolute correlation of 1000 identification sequences of varying length with 1000 EM measurements of systems

under load at correct offsets (black), and at incorrect offsets (gray). Dashed lines show the thresholds for z = 5,6, 7.

(a) Spartan-3, 10 LCs, 1000 bits (b) Sasebo-GII, 16 LCs, 3000 bits (c) DE2-70, 16 LCs, 3000 bits

Fig. 10: Examples of IC identification with 12 identification sequences at random non-overlapping offsets for systems

under load. Dashed horizontal lines show the thresholds for z = 7.
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ments of systems under load and erroneous keystream with

different error rates at random offsets.

time. Figure 12 shows absolute correlation of identification

sequences of 1000 bits at 1, 2, . . . , 10 seconds after reset

and the EM measurements at around the same offsets. The

system and the measurement clocks run apart from each

other by approximately 15 clock cycles (300 ns) per second.

This can be accounted for by using a time window of ±200

clock cycles centered around a given offset when computing

the correlation coefficient. The correlation should be com-

puted at all offsets in the window. The window approach

can be also used in cases when the actual IC reset happens

after a short but unknown period of time after the user has

triggered the reset of the IC. Note that because we measure

the EM leakage at the decoupling capacitor, the correlation

peaks last for around 8 clock cycles.

The results in this section, and resource usage from

Table II suggest that our protection scheme can be used

on relatively small ICs. As demonstrated in the experiments

with the XC3S200FT256 FPGA that has 3840 of 4-input

LUTs in total, our approach needs 166 LUTs for Trivium plus

10*7=70 LUTs for ten leakage circuits, which makes 236

LUTs in total. Without accounting for the antifuse memory,

the protection circuit makes about 7% of total available

LUTs on the Spartan-3 FPGA.

It takes approximately one minute to find a suitable

measuring position for an EM probe in a previously unseen

setup. Subsequent measurements of identical setups will

need less time. Recording one EM measurement after wait-

ing for the offset and computing the correlation between

the measurement and three identification sequences takes

less than a second. The computations were carried out in

Python 2.7.12 on an Intel i5-2435M processor with two

cores running at 2.40 GHz.

V. POSSIBLE ATTACKS AND COUNTERMEASURES

A. Remarked ICs

In case that the attacker remarks an IC that has been

protected using our approach into the same IC of a higher

grade, he has to know one key of any of the higher-grade

ICs, but also needs to be able to change the content of the

AF memory of the lesser-grade chip. This attack requires

package removal, tampering, and repackaging for each

0
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Fig. 12: Analysis of divergence between the clock of the

oscilloscope (156 MHz) and the clock of the protection

circuit (50 MHz). The x-axis shows the clock cycles relative

to the main offets taken at 1, 2, . . . , 10 seconds after

reset. The most-right correlation peak shows the highest ab-

solute correlation coefficient between correct identification

sequence of 1000 clock cycles and one EM-measurement

at one second (50 mil. clock cycles minus approx. 10 clock

cycles) after reset. The peak to its left shows the correlation

coefficient after 2 seconds (100 mil. clock cycles minus

approx. 20 clock cycles).

counterfeited IC. However, AF memory is not only tamper-

resistant, but is also able to withstand existing reverse-

engineering attacks [24], [33].

B. ICs Remarked to Another Brand

In this scenario, the attacker either buys or in some way

obtains a number of legitimate ICs protected by our scheme,

and remarks them to have some other company’s logo. Then

he releases it back into the market. Our approach is suitable

for detection of such ICs. Since the ICs have been remarked,

the OCM does not know the original serial number, which

also means that the corresponding identification sequence

is also not known initially. To prove that the IC has been re-

marked, the OCM records one EM-trace at the correct offset,

and performs inverse search by correlating the measurement

with all identification sequences of one release in order to

find the actual serial number of the IC. On our machine

with two Intel i5 cores running Ubuntu, it takes about 30

seconds to compute correlation of one EM-trace with one

million identification sequences with the length of 1000 bits.

Even though this takes more time than IC identification

with known serial numbers, it is clearly possible to identify

plagiarized ICs in a reasonable amount of time.

C. Overproduced and Out-of-Spec ICs

A malicious foundry can produce an extra batch of chips

without OCM’s consent. Overproduced ICs are not subject

to the quality control of the OCM, so that some of them

might be out-of-spec or faulty. Our approach cannot prevent

a malicious foundry from creating overproduced and out of

spec ICs. However, since the foundry has no access to the

keys and IVs written into genuine ICs, overproduced and

out-of-spec ICs will not pass the identification tests.

D. FIB Attacks on Key and Keystream

The attacker can use a focused-ion beam (FIB) worksta-

tion and try to read out the internal state or the key during
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the runtime. As a countermeasure, obfuscations of the chip

layout of the cipher and the leakage circuit can be added.

In another attack using FIB, the attacker can try to obtain

the keystream by observing the behavior of the leakage

circuits. If the attacker knows the output of the leakage

circuit ahead of time, he can produce an IC that leaks the

same keystream, even if he does not know the key. How-

ever, the identification sequences are published at random

offsets. Since the attacker does not know which parts of

the keystream will be used as identification sequences, he

will be forced to reproduce the whole sequence, which will

require a large amount of memory on the IC just to store a

small portion of the keystream. For example, in our proof-

of-concept implementation on three boards, we have used

50 MHz as the clock signal for Trivium, which gives us the

data rate of 50 Mbps. Saving the sequence of 1 second

losslessly requires 50000000
8·1024·1024 bi ts ≈ 5.96 MB (megabytes)

of ROM memory on the IC, whereas, saving 30 seconds

requires 179 MB. At this data rate saving several seconds

is very cost-inefficient for the attacker. In case that the

attacker decides to compress the sequence, he will have to

add a compression circuit. However, the compression is not

effective on pseudo-random data. For example, the attacker

might save only every second bit, and thus cut the amount

of required memory in half. The known bits can be sent

twice in a row over the EM channel. However, this strategy

will also significantly reduce maximum correlation at correct

offsets, as can be seen in Figure 11.

FIB attacks have to be done for each IC individually. Due

to high costs of a FIB attack it is expected that the extracted

key/IV pair of one successfully attacked chip is written into

a whole batch of overproduced or cloned ICs. These ICs will

be identified as authentic, however, the larger the batch with

the same IDs, the more likely they will be detected. Having

a unique key/IV pair per IC forces the attacker to invest a

large amount of effort to carry out FIB attacks to get several

key/IV pairs. Each IC must have the correct ID written on

the package and the matching key/IV pair written in the

antifuse memory.

E. Fake ICs with Hardcoded Published Sequences

The attacker can take the most recently published iden-

tification sequences and embed them into the IC together

with some leakage circuit, so that the counterfeited IC will

be identified as genuine using our scheme for a period of

time between two releases. This will cause the SC measure-

ments of this IC to correlate with this set of identification

sequences. The user can detect this attack by waiting for a

new release before deploying the IC.

F. Fake ICs With Internet Access

In a more sophisticated version of the above attack, the

counterfeit IC is embedded in a system with Internet access.

As soon as new batch of identification sequences is released

by the chip manufacturer, the counterfeit system downloads

the new correct identification sequence and plays it back at

the correct offset. This approach might be successful for

several releases, however, the sequences must be saved in

non-volatile memory and played back at the right time after

the reset. Potentially a large number of memory must be

allocated to store the sequences. In addition, the user should

cut the Internet access of the suspicious system during times

when new identification sequences are released. The best

countermeasure is to record one long EM measurement that

includes a large number of clock cycles right after obtaining

the IC, and to match the measurement with new sequences

when they are released. In this case, updating the IC with

new sequences will be ineffective.

G. Used and Recycled ICs

Used ICs, and ICs that have reached their end of life can

be recycled and resold as new. Our method cannot be used

to identify recycled ICs, since they will have correct key/IV

pair. Our method will be effective only if the markings of

the ICs are changed during the recycling step.

H. Attacks on Trivium

Due to its simple and elegant design, Trivium is an attrac-

tive candidate for ongoing cryptanalytic research. On round-

reduced versions of Trivium, cube attacks in a chosen IV

scenario and algebraic attacks using different values for the

IV are reported [32]. We stress that full-round Trivium is still

not broken, meaning that there are no known attacks that

can recover the key from known keystream and IV. Further,

both cube attacks and algebraic attacks are not applicable

to our concept as each IC uses a fixed and unknown IV. The

option of introducing errors in the published ID sequence

fundamentally enhances the resistance on any cryptanalytic

attack.

We note, that simple power analysis (SPA) [34] on the

keystream bits is assumed to be applicable by observing

the processing of the leakage generator. However, as shown

in Figure 7, it is not possible to determine the value of

the bit that is sent out over the EM side channel with

a single measurement. For noise reduction, averaging of

leakage traces for several iterations is feasible. A careful

leakage analysis for each keystream bit can result in the

disclosure of a keystream bit sequence. The impact of SPA

is, however, limited in our concept. Even if the adversary

knows a high number of keystream bits, the internal state of

Trivium of the genuine chip remains unknown and therefore

the adversary cannot set up a Trivium circuit with the same

initial state in a cloned design. The only remaining option

is to store many disclosed key stream bits in memory in a

cloned design which results in high costs as the adversary

cannot foresee the offset of the next releases.

Further implementation attacks on a Trivium circuit in-

clude differential power analysis (DPA), e.g. [35], and

differential fault analysis (DFA), e.g. [36]. DPA requires

known or chosen IVs and is therefore not applicable to our

design. DFA requires that consecutive keystream bits are

known to the attacker, both for the error-free computation

and for each erroneous computation, which is the reason

why we add errors to the published parts of the keystream.
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Especially for erroneous computations this either requires

to successfully apply SPA with a single leakage trace or to

induce the faults in a very precise and reproducible way.

Both possibilities are susceptible to errors, which makes an

application of DFA very difficult.

I. Cloned ICs

The purpose of cloning ICs is to save R&D cost by getting

access to the netlist of the IC or by reverse-engineering it.

There are two types of cloned ICs: 1) cloned ICs with forged

marks that are made to look like the original markings;

2) cloned and rebranded ICs, where the purpose is to

steal the design and to sell it under a different name.

Our approach can be used to detect the first case, as the

ICs will not have the registered keys. The second case

poses a different problem of proving that an intellectual

property (IP) theft has taken place. This problem can be

addressed by reusing the leakage circuits in order to send a

watermark that is unique in each IC design. For example, the

fixed calibration sequence can be replaced by a watermark.

IP ownership can be proven by computing a significant

correlation between a side channel measurement and the

watermark. This countermeasure increases attacker effort,

who now has to find and remove the watermark.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel approach for IC identification

in which the original chip manufacturer writes unique

key/IV pairs into each IC post-fabrication, and the user cor-

relates the EM leakage of the IC with the publicly released

identification sequences. Each key/IV pair is stored securely

in antifuse one-time programmable memory, and is used to

initialize a stream cipher. The keystream is leaked over the

side channel by using several leakage circuits introduced in

order to amplify the leakage. The identification sequences

are frequently released by the chip manufacturer so that

the IC owners can quickly identify their ICs at any time

without tedious interaction with the chip manufacturer.

The identification can be done using low-cost equipment—

only a low-cost digital oscilloscope, an EM probe, and a

standard PC are necessary. With our approach remarked,

overproduced, and out-of-spec ICs can be detected.
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